Contributing to Australia’s Maritime History: The Australian Association for Maritime
History by Peter Ridgwayi
The Australian Association for Maritime History was established at a time of increased awareness
and enthusiasm for Australia’s maritime past. The Association leveraged this interest to promote and
support the study, discussion, writing and publication of maritime history. This paper appraises the
contribution made by the Association to maritime history in Australia by examining the
implementation of the Association’s aims. In particular, the paper analyses the topics covered by the
papers and reviews published in The Great Circle 1979 to 2014, public lectures and the national
maritime history book awards.
The appraisal suggests the Association’s contribution has been strong and that maritime history in
Australia is well established, achieving considerable visibility through publishing, maritime
archaeology, museums and special interest groups. However, generational change is posing
challenges that the Association must meet head on to survive.
Let’s start this appraisal with what maritime history looked like in Australia when historians,
maritime archaeologists and enthusiasts such as Frank Broeze, Michael Pearson, John Bach, Graeme
Henderson, Vaughan Evans and others founded the Association.
Perhaps one of the best known works at the time was zoologist Professor William John Dakin’s 1934
classic Whalemen Adventurers: The story of whaling in Australian waters and other Southern seas.ii
Dakin’s book became a standard work for anyone appraising the history of Australian whaling and
seeking insights in the establishment of colonial Australia. It is much more than that because it
addresses the threat of extinction and the contemporary 1930’s movement for national and
international regulation and protection of whales. The book provided a local, regional and
international perspective, as well as having economic, social and environmental dimensions.
Whalemen Adventurers set a good example for members of the AAMH to think of maritime history
as a multifaceted discipline.
Shortly after Whalemen was published, Captain Frederick Rhodes produced his two volume book
Pageant of the Pacific: being the maritime history of Australasia (in Two Volumes).iii
Fred Rhodes (1877-1964) was a master mariner, harbour master, author and journalist who wrote
many popular articles on maritime history for Queensland newspapers. Many of these were
published as a book in 1933.iv His work reflected an everyman background for prospective members
of the AAMH.
The Royal Historical Societies of Australia were also providing opportunities for researchers to
publish maritime history in their own State. For example, The WA Journal, Early Days devoted its
1931 volume to items on maritime history including the accounts of the voyages of the ships Warrior
and Ivy, early coastal shipping, and French exploration.v
Coming forward to the 1970s we find that John Bach at the University of Newcastle had his work A
Maritime History of Australia published in 1976.vi Frank Broeze had also established his popular
maritime history unit at UWA with this person spell bound by the possibilities maritime history
seemed to offer.vii
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Earlier in the decade, a modest display of maritime archaeological finds was opened to the public in
Fremantle and in 1977 the historic Commissariat Store in Fremantle was redeveloped and opened to
the public as a maritime museum in 1979.
The founders of the Association threw their support behind similar initiatives including the South
Australian Maritime Museum that opened in 1986 and the Australian National Maritime Museum
that opened in 1991. Since then many others have opened. I note that the Sydney Heritage Fleet’s
website names 71 specifically designated maritime museums including 20 in New South Wales and
15 each in Victoria and Queensland, plus another 106 museums with substantial maritime
collections. It also lists 232 sites and associations dedicated to preserving maritime heritage.viii,ix
The Association was not the first organisation established in Australia to be concerned with maritime
history. More than 17 organisations have been established with the earliest ones including The Navy
League (1900), The Naval Historical Society (1920) and The Cape Horners society (1930).
A number of maritime archaeological and heritage associations have also been establishedx since the
Association was founded in 1978.
Most organisations specialise in archaeological, heritage or naval matters. The Association is the only
one to pursue a broad definition.
The Association defines maritime history as the study of people and their activities in, on, around
and under the waters of the world. This includes oceans, estuaries, rivers, and creeks.
The Association recognises that maritime history encompasses a wide range of topics including
exploration, trade and dominion, naval history, ships and shipwrecks, whaling and fishing, piracy,
maritime law, ports, yachting and other leisure pursuits.
Now let us have a closer look at the Association’s contribution to maritime history in Australia by
examining each of the Association’s eight aims.
Correspond with scholars and institutions; invite distinguished experts to visit and lecture
The first objective calls for corresponding with scholars and institutions, and inviting distinguished
experts to visit and deliver lectures. The Association has been very active in inviting prominent
experts to deliver public lectures on maritime history usually in partnership with maritime museums.
The Association’s Vaughan Evans lecture is an annual lecture commemorating the memory of
Vaughan Evans and honours his outstanding commitment to the Association.xi The first lecture was
delivered by James Goldrick in 1994 on the problems of modern naval history.xii The 12 subsequent
lectures have been delivered by Australian and international scholars and practitioners on topics
ranging from sea chanteys to the history and future of the America’s Cup yacht race.
The Kenneth McPherson lecture honours Dr Kenneth McPherson an eminent historian of India’s
Muslim communities and an authority on the peoples and cultures of the Indian Ocean.xiii The first
Kenneth McPherson Memorial Lecture was delivered by long time colleague and friend Dr Brian
Stoddart in June 2011.
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Encourage cooperation and meetings of individuals, companies, societies
For the second objective, the Association seeks to encourage cooperation and meetings of
individuals, companies, and societies in passive and occasionally in active ways. The Association
promotes conferences and activities of other organisations and occasionally joins in community
events.
Many communities celebrate their maritime past and future with re-enactments, festivals and expo
days. One of the most significant and arguably the greatest awareness raising event for maritime
history was Australia’s bicentenary xiv in 1988 of the arrival of the First Fleet of British convict ships at
Sydney. Indigenous Australians and citizens of South Australia and Western Australia were
somewhat bemused given the impact of the arrival of the first fleet for the former and the
alternative origins for European settlement for south and western Australia. The Association’s
modest contribution was a small booklet of essays on minor ports of Australia.
While one-off events are great awareness raisers, recurring events can reinforce the message. One
of the largest is the Fremantle Ports public annual Maritime Day expoxv that celebrates maritime
industry and history. The Association has participated twice contributing a national perspective and
gaining a couple of members along the way.
Encourage identification and preservation of records
The Association’s third objective to encourage the identification and preservation of records has
received the least attention especially in recent years. There is little recorded information about the
reason for adopting this objective although the records and archival services of most Australian
Governments invite support and interest from individuals and organisations in finding and
preserving historical records. xvi
The most recent contribution of the Association was to promote a seminar and co-host an awards
ceremony in 2013 for the Australian National Maritime Museum’s historic ships register initiative.
Affiliate with ICMH and Participate in conferences & seminars
The fourth and fifth objectives are to affiliate with the International Commission on Maritime History
and participate in conferences and seminars.
Australians have a reputation for being inveterate travellers and so it isn’t surprising to find Aussie
researchers attending conferences around the world. There have been many opportunities for
Australians to return the favour with local conferences and seminars. Naval historians look forward
to the biennial King-Hall Navy History Conference in Sydney. On the east coast in 2010 the University
of Sydney hosted The Atlantic World in a Pacific Field. Here on the west coast Murdoch University
and the Maritime Museum hosted the Dimensions of the Indian Ocean World Pastxvii in 2012.
The Association is affiliated with the ICMH and has worked closely with International Economic
Maritime History Association to bring this congress to Australia. The Association and many of its
members have organised and participated in many memorable conferences and seminars.
The ICMH and the Association hosted the 2001 Maritime History Beyond 2000: Visions of Sea and
Shore in Fremantle and in 2012 the Association supported the OceansPastIV conference that
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brought together marine science and history. In 2014 the Association joined with the University of
WA’s Archaeology program to deliver a seminar to launch the special Great Circle edition on
Maritime Rock Art. Today, the AAMH is a co-host for this conference.
Encourage study, discussion, writing and publication of Maritime History
The sixth objective concerns encouraging the study, discussion, writing and publication of maritime
history. The Association has occasionally made grants to authors to assist with publishing their work.
But by far the more enduring and wide reaching strategy has been to partner with the Australian
National Maritime Museum to sponsor book prizes for works of maritime history by Australian
authors. Initially just one prize was awarded but since 2011, two prizes have been available.xviii
The prizes reflect the aim of the Association and the Museum “...to promote a broad view of
maritime history that demonstrates how the sea and maritime influences have been more central to
the shaping of Australia, its people and its culture than has commonly been believed.”xix
The Frank Broeze Memorial Maritime History Book Prize is awarded to a book treating any aspect of
maritime history relating to or affecting Australia, written or co-authored by an Australian citizen or
permanent resident.
The winner of the first Broeze award in 1990 was Marsden Hordern’s Mariners are Warned xxa study
of John Lort Stokes, an explorer of Australian coasts. Explorers have featured heavily in the winners
list with books on Baudin & Flinders, Peron, Cook and Darwin. We’ve had two winners with cultural
themes: Leone Huntsman in 2002 with Sand in our Souls: the beach in Australian historyxxi ; and John
Ogden in 2013 with Saltwater People of the Broken Bay and Saltwater People of the Fatal Shorexxii .
The newest prize is the Australian Community Maritime History Prize. The prize is awarded to a
regional or local museum or historical society for a publication in any media relating to an aspect of
maritime history of that region or community.
The first winner was the Lady Denman Heritage Complex, Huskisson for Peter Crabb’s Shipping and
Shipwrecks – Stories from Jervis Bay and its Neighbouring Coasts. The diversity of maritime history is
evident in that the second winner was the Mornington Peninsula Art Gallery for their essayed
catalogue Sea of Dreams: The lure of Port Phillip Bay 1830–1914.
Overall, an average of 22 books has been nominated for each of the last four Broeze prizes. Of the
nine winning publications to date, the majority have been biographies of the big names of
exploration: Cook, Darwin, Peron, Baudin & Flinders and John Lort Stokes. However other topics are
also represented.
All this suggests a healthy publishing scene in Australia despite concerns that that reading and the
printed book is in decline. Popular maritime history is regularly in the best seller lists with works on
Cook, the Batavia mutiny, Norfolk Island, HMAS Sydney 1 and 2, Flinders and the First Fleet.
Research and publication by academics in Australian universities is a little harder to assess but many
researchers publish their work through The Great Circle and the International Journal of Maritime
History to name the two most prominent journals.
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While a search of Australian University websites in 2014 failed to find an academic with the title of
maritime historian, a closer look at the profiles identified 49 people with an avowed interest in
maritime history and a further 40 with interests and a paper or two concerning some aspect of
maritime history.
Sponsor a journal and newsletter
The seventh objective and most recognisable activity of the Association is the publishing of The
Great Circle in two volumes each year. Frank Broeze established The Great Circle to deliver scholarly
refereed research and informative book reviews. One can see hints of his classic paper “From the
Periphery to the Mainstream: The Challenge of Australia’s Maritime History”xxiii in the objectives and
directions he set for the journal.
The topics covered by papers and reviews are consistent with the Association’s definition of
maritime history. This paper offers a preliminary analysis based on a typology developed from a
review of the topics. I looked at the fine work done for the IJMHxxiv but the typology used doesn’t
provide for the broad range of topics covered by The Great Circle.
Scholars are most welcome to critique and suggest a better typology and rework the classification to
deliver a fresh analysis. The topics include:
Topics

Comment

Biography & exploration

Explorers, journeys of exploration, biographies of merchants, sea farers

Industry & trade

Dominion & trade, whaling, fishing, piracy, smuggling, business, ports

Naval & War

Naval ships, battles, policy, strategy

Ships and shipping

Ship biographies, shipping lines, ship building

Perspectives

A treatise often concerning a nation or nations, region or broad human
interaction with the sea. Concept or framework

Shipwrecks & archaeology

Maritime archaeology, accounts of shipwrecks

Arts

Rock art, novels, sea shanties, artists

Health, welfare, labour &
Seacraft (skill)

All about the crew and their skills: navigation, training, hydrography, life
aboard

Museums & sources

Museums, bibliographies and data sources

Other

Migration, flying boats, territorial boundaries, coastal culture and items
indirectly connected to maritime history

The Industry and trade theme is the most frequently published topic for papers in The Great Circle
between 1979 and 2015 with 29 percent of 243 papers. Biography and explorations papers make up
14 percent and ships and shipping, and health and welfare topics are 11 percent each of the papers
published. The other six topics are under 10 percent each. In contrast, reviews are more evenly
distributed across the topics with 21 percent for biography and exploration, 19 percent for the naval
and war, 18 percent for industry and trade; and 11 percent or less for each of the other topics.
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Categories

PAPERS % REVIEWS %

Industry & Trade

29

18

Biography & Exploration

14

21

Ships & Shipping

11

11

Health, Welfare, Labour & Seacraft (#1)

11

3

Naval & War

8

19

Shipwrecks & Archaeology

6

6

Arts

7

1

Other

6

6

Perspectives

4

10

Museums & Sources

4

5

100 (248)

100 (710)

Total % (n) 1979-2015

Note 1: Seacraft is the art and science of being a mariner
With Australia extending across two major oceans, it is not surprising that 27 percent of papers were
concerned with the Indian Ocean and 24 percent for the Pacific. Some 20 percent of papers have a
global outlook (dealing with two or more oceans). Eight percent had an Atlantic focus and four
percent had a land focus.

Global 21%
Mediterranean 1%

Pacific Ocean
24%
Indian
Ocean
27%

Atlantic
Ocean
8%

Land 4%
Not Applicable 16%

Map Source: http://d-maps.com/carte.php?num_car=3227&lang=en
Nearly 50 percent of all papers commence their analysis in the 18th century and almost 25 percent
of papers commence analysis in the 19th century. The papers on the 18th century are often focused
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on early European trade and exploration in our part of the world, in particular the Indian Ocean.
Around 20 percent of papers focus on eras earlier than the 18th century.

Subject Era
120

Number of Paoers

100

80

60

40

20

0

Early issues of The Great Circle were dominated by papers on industry and trade (38 percent). Only
three other categories reached 10 percent: biography and exploration, and shipwrecks &
archaeology. The proportion of Industry and trade papers in the most recent decade is 20 percent
less than in the first decade of The Great Circle and is currently second at 16 percent with
biographies at 15 percent. Reviews on publications about Ships and Shipping leapt from just six
percent to 22 percent across the period.
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There have been three significant changes from the first to the most recent decade for reviews. In
the first decade the industry and trade topic led the way with 21 percent of reviews followed closely
by biography and exploration on 18 percent and naval and war on 17 percent. For the most recent
decade, reviews for industry and trade books have almost halved, biography and exploration
increased to 26 percent. Naval and war rose just three percent while shipwrecks and archaeology
jumped from two percent to eleven percent.
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The papers and reviews in The Great Circle reflect wide ranging interests in maritime history by
researchers and publishers. The Association’s newsletter carries this forward in a less formal format.
Anything else that is proper
The eighth and final objective is that wonderful catchall to do ‘anything else that is proper’. By far
the most important activity is to review the objectives, performance and governance of the
Association.
Belinda Moore in “Membership is Dead?” sounds a timely warning bell for traditional volunteer
membership organisations.xxv Organisations like ours benefited from the propensity of baby
boomers to join associations and for a small number to volunteer their time and resources either
personally or via their employing universities and libraries. The next generation currently replacing
the baby boomers are not so inclined to support this model. Moore proposes that organisations that
attract the incoming generation need to be responsive, innovative, socially aware and are perceived
to be successful.
The Association is implementing a business plan which includes evolving its governance structure to
more closely engage representatives from across Australia and investing in new media channels and
new activities. A fundamental challenge though is to obtain the resourcing necessary to sustain the
Association in an environment where the subscription based volunteerism of the past is no longer
enough.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I have endeavoured to show that the Association has strived to promote and facilitate
the study and publication of maritime history in Australia for nearly four decades through the print
and more recently electronic media, book awards, public lectures and conferences.
Many themes have been explored by the Association with interest in individuals and groups being
the most popular. This theme runs strongly through the Broeze book awards, public lectures, papers
and reviews in The Great Circle. 70 percent of award winning books, 19 percent of lectures, 21
percent of reviews and 13 percent of papers concern biographies and exploration. But as we have
seen, many other themes attract the interest of researchers and inter disciplinary approaches are
increasingly being explored.
Maritime history is well established in the public arena and ably supported by maritime museums,
publishers and interest groups. There is still a role for Associations like ours but the future very much
rests in your hands.
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